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Good sugar bush harvesting is one way of con
verting labor into cash. Maple sirup production is 
a seasonal harvest which comes early in spring 
(before regular farm work starts). 

SELEG TING THE SITE 

A productive sugar tree should have a clear 
trunk of one-third to one-half its height, with a 
crown spread of one-half the height of the tree. A 
full, healthy crown assures a good manufacturing 
plant; the amount of sap a tree will produce is in 
direct proportion to the crown, forest soil, and 
seasonal climatic conditions. 

An ideal "sugar bush" has a rich deposit of 
humus and leaf mold on the forest floor, though 
the area should be free from brush and competing 
vegetation. The forest floor must be able to hold 
water with a soil that absorbs well since rain or 
thawing snow is readily absorbed for tree growth 
and food-manufacturing needs. To ensure a profit, 
the sugar bush should contain at least 500 trees. 
If trees are well spaced, about 50 to 60 trees per 
acre, a good plantation would require only 10 to 
20 acres. 

The biggest detriment to a healthy, productive 
sugar bush is grazing cattle which trample young 
growth or pack the soil, preventing moisture from 
entering the forest floor, thus contributing to grad
ual deterioration of the stand. 

SAP FLOW 

Flow usually starts when day temperatures 
get up to 43 ° F. Be st "runs" are on warm days 
followed by freezing nights. The sap is clear and 
sweet-tasting with a large percentage of water, 
plus sugar and other organic matter. Flow of sap 
and sugar content varies with individual trees. The 
run may last from 17 days, or intermittently for 3 
or 4 weeks depending on the weather. 

Amount of sap depends on tree vigor and weath
er conditions. A good flow varies from 12 quarts 
sap per spile to 43 quarts per spile; average is 
about 25 quarts per spile. Sugar content varies from 
1 to 4+ percent sugar. Though sap yield is a factor, 
it's not as important as sugar content. Average 
yield of converted sap to sirup per spile or bucket 

hung is about 1/ 5 gallon during the average season 
run. It is the percent of sugar content in the sap 
that counts. Trees low in percent sugar content 
should not be tapped; for profitable labor returns, 
confine harvest only to trees with higher sugar 
content. Labor of tapping and gathering takes about 
38 percent of harvesting time, thus any steps taken 
to cut labor will assure greater financial returns. 

Large sugar bush operators are investing in 
flexible plastic tubing. In this new system of col
lecting, the sap is piped from the tap hole directly 
to the storage tank. Cost of gathering is reduced, 
no sap is lost though spillage, and tests have proven 
there is less contamination. 

Buckets per Tree 
It is not wise to tap trees below 10 inches in 

diameter: 
• A tree 10 to 16 inches in diameter can take 

one bucket. 
• A tree 16 to 20 inches in diameter can take 

two buckets. 
• A tree over 20 inches in diameter can take 

three to four buckets. 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR MAPLE HAR VEST 

1 Have sufficient buckets of 12- to 14-quart size, 
free of flanges, buckets that will nest well 
when stored and clean easily. Don't use any 
buckets which have lead soldered seams; lead 
will contaminate the sap or sirup. If buckets 
are painted, be sure paint used doesn't contain 
lead. Any contamination will not pass pure 
food laws. 

2 Gathering tank for collecting sap in the woods 
should hold 3 to 5 barrels. 

3 Use a storage tank large enough to hold a good 
quantity of gathered sap prior to boiling. Usual 
size is 20- to 25-barrel capacity. 

4 Have enough sap spouts or spiles to take care 
of the entire harvest. 

5 Bucket covers for sap pails are needed to keep 
debris, leaves, twigs, and dirt out of the sap 
bucket; the new plastic buckets with covers 
are now often used. 

6 Tapping bits, 3/8-inch to 7/ 16-inch size, kept 
sharp so as to bring borings out of hole. 

7 Reamer bit, ½-inch size. 
8 Maple sirup thermometer with range up to 
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250°F. or more. You cannot produce good 
sirup without a good thermometer. 

9 Felt filters or nonwoven rayon flat type filter 
material. Flat filters provide a lar.ger filtering 
area than the cone-shaped filters. When flat 
filters are used, a shallow basket should be 
made using hardware cloth as support with 2-
inch walls. 

10 Skimmers for the boiling process. 
11 Cheesecloth for straining sap before pouring 

into the storage tank. 
12 Glass jars or bottles to hold finished, saleable 

product. 

BEFORE TAP PING 

All equipment must be thoroughly cleaned be
fore harvest operations. Use plenty of hot water 
and "elbow grease" to remove rust, dirt, debris, 
and leftover sediment from previous harvests. 
Thoroughly clean and scald pails, covers, spiles, 
storage tank, and evaporators- -all material used 
in processing to the finished product. 

Have plenty of fuel wood on hand prior to boil
ing. You need a hot, continuous fire. The longer 
it takes to boil down the sap, the darker the color. 
It takes about 1 cord of wood for every 70 buckets 
hung to convert sap into sirup. 

TAPPING TREES 

It used to be thought that only the south and 
east sides were worth tapping. Research findings 
now prove that through the season, yields from 
north, east, west, and south sides are all about 
equal. Work all around the tree for complete re
sults, not just one or two sides. 

Space holes 6 to 8 inches from each other and 
start them 2 to 4 feet above ground. Scrape off 
loose bark or debris which may fall in the buckets. 
Bore holes at a slight slant to assure good drainage 
at a depth of 2 to 3 inches. 

When inserting the spile, use light taps of the 
hammer; spiles must fit snugly. If you drive too 
hard, the bark will split around the spiles, causing 
loss of sap. During the warmer weather, split 
bark invites fermentation and contamination. 

Collecting 
Buckets must be emptied several times each 

day and at night. Stale sap left in buckets during 
warm weather contaminates quickly and will spoil 
the contents in the entire gathering tank. 

Reaming 
During the latter part of the season, when 

warmer days and warm nights occur, holes may 
have to be "reamed out" to expose a fresh, clear 
surface; use the large ½-inch bit for this. 

This new surface prevents bacteria from form
ing later in the season. If sap has a milky, green
ish, or reddish color, this indicates contamination 
or bacterial action. When this occurs, dispose of 
this sap, sterilize the spiles and buckets, ream 
out the holes, and confine the rest of the harvest 
to the good, clean tap holes. 

EVAPORATOR 

Whether your evaporator is a kettle, pan, or 
the modern corrugated type of evaporator, start 
out with everything clean. Thoroughly wash and 
scald the pan in boiling water. Before you start 
the fire, let in enough sap to a depth of 1 inch to 
1½ inches in the pan. Use the skimmer to remove 
scum and impurities that frequently rise to the 
surface during the boiling process. 

USE THE THERMOMETER 

Don't guess as to when sirup is ready to da::aw 
off. Use a sirup thermometer. First make a boil
ing water test at the place of evaporation each day. 
When the water boils, take a temperature reading 
and add 7° to it to arrive at the proper temperature 
for when-the sirup will be ready to draw off (de
grees above boiling at which maple sirup forms). 
If, for example, the water boils at 212°F., then 
you would add 7° more to arrive at a "drawing off" 
tern pe rature of 219 ° F. This would as sure you of 
a sirup of proper consistency, proper weight, and 
readiness for use. 

Medium hard sugar is made by adding 22 de
grees to the boiling point of water. Hard sugar is 
made by adding 26 degrees to the boiling point. 

When sirup has reached proper temperature, 
draw off immediately and strain through filters to 
remove any sugar sand and other mineral impuri
ties. Impurities caught in the filter should be 
dumped out, and the filter turned inside out and 
washed thoroughly many times in hot water to be 
ready for the next batch of sirup. Do not squeeze 
the filter to force drainage. This merely forces 
more impurities through the filter. 

CANNING 

Sterilize rubber rings, cover, jars, or bottles 
to be used. Sirup is usually canned at about 180°F. 
Fill container to the top. Screw top tightly. As 
sirup cools, it will form a partial vacuum. The 
product is now ready to be stored, marketed, or 
used in the home. If storing, put in a cool place of 
fairly even temperature. 

Amount of Sap Required to Make Sirup 
It usually takes about 40 gals. sap boiled down 

to make 1 gal. sirup, or 7½ lbs. sugar. 

The government recognizes only three grades of 
color: 
---No. 1 

No. 2 
No. 3 

Grade 
Grade 
Grade 

light amber color 
medium amber color 
dark amber color 

WHAT IS THE SUGAR ORCHARD WORTH? 

Take a simple example. Even if net returns 
from your sugar bush are only $40 per year, then 
the interest rate you get for your money at a bank 
is 4 percent. To produce $40 will take $1,000 work
ing for a year. Therefore, your sugar bush has a 
basic money income value. Protect it from fire 
and grazing. Operate it properly. Improve it by 
wise management and harvest. 
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